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Dawn of the Unread is an interactive graphic novel that is made available across all media 
devices. It was launched on National Libraries’ Day (8 Feb 2014) as a 16 part serial and 
finishes on 8 June 2015. Each comic in the serial explores a different literary figure from 
Nottingham’s past and uses a wide variety of artistic styles, collaborations and literary forms. 
It was created to address the UKs worrying literacy statistics and piloting an innovative way 
of engaging with a ‘youtube generation’ of reader who supposedly finds books boring.  
 
Our opening chapter is in the style of American 50s horror comics, which according to 
campaigner Fredric Wertham were responsible for corrupting young minds. What better 
genre to open our collection with? The colours for the story are directly sampled from an old 
issue of one of those comics, and the tradition of having a narrator to introduce the story is 
followed too. Rather than a cryptkeeper or ghoul, ours is a take on literary heroine Edith 
Sitwell, who would occasionally sleep in a coffin before writing poetry.  
 
William Booth  
William Booth was a religious preacher born in Sneinton, Nottingham. With his wife 
Catherine he created the Salvation Army (1865), whose humanitarian aid would spread to 58 
countries. He could loosely be thought of as a Christian social worker, opening up soup 
kitchens, labour exchanges, training centres, and support for down-and-outs. He was known 
as the General due to the quasi-military structure of the Army.  
   
Although a great orator he is included in our graphic novel because of his book In Darkest 
England and the Way Out (1890), a controversial blueprint for the Welfare State that made 
the point that cab horses were treated to a better standard of living than most people. He 
also warned that the slums of London were as equally bad as any living conditions in 
‘darkest’ Africa. 
 

http://www.dawnoftheunread.com/manifesto/


The comic has links (star icons) to additional contextual articles such as: 

 A remake of the classic Tunes advert “Second Class Return to Dottingham, please” 
with a books-related twist. This was to celebrate the 70th birthday of Peter Cleall, the 
actor in the commercial. 

 Mike White discussing how he created the comic on our Youtube channel.  

 Books are my Bag campaign and independent bookshops in Nottingham. 

 Vintage recording of William Booth speaking. 
 

  
Artist: Mike White has traversed through the modern design pipeline, flushing between 
digital animation, games design, ads, storyboards and freelancing with studios such as 
Namco Bandai games Asia, Saatchi, Spool Films. He now teaches at Confetti Institute of 
Creative Technologies and is currently working on sci-fi graphic novel Dadtown.  
  
Writer: James Walker is the Chair of the Nottingham Writers’ Studio, a Director of 
Nottingham’s UNESCO City of Literature bid and Literature Editor of LeftLion. His recent 
commissions include In Praise of the Midlands for Radio 3’s The Essay and The Sillitoe Trail 
for The Space. He is also the producer/editor of Dawn of the Unread.  
 
 
Note to editors 

 This was the first professional commission for colourist Rhianne Murphy, a student at 
Confetti Institute for Creative Technologies, Nottingham and is part of our educational 
strategy to create opportunities for aspiring students. 

 The last Salvation Army hostel in Nottingham was closed in December 2013. 

 Dawn of the Unread is created by James Walker and Paul Fillingham who previously 
collaborated on The Sillitoe Trail for The Space and Being Arthur, the first live Twitter 
adaptation of Alan Sillitoe’s Saturday Night and Sunday Morning (1958) 

 The literary figures featured in Dawn of the Unread are: William Booth, Slavomir 
Rawicz, Charlie Peace, Gotham Fool , Byron Clough, Alma Reville, DH Lawrence, 5th 

Duke of Portland, Bendigo, Ms Hood, Geoffrey Trease, Alan Sillitoe, Mary Howitt, 
Margaret Cavendish, Stanley Middleton, George Africanus. 

 Dawn of the Unread is a £60,500 Arts Council funded project. It has generated up to 
100 placements for students within the Humanities department of Nottingham Trent 
University.  
 

 
Contact James Walker and Paul Fillingham at dawnoftheunread@gmail.com 
   
Click on the circles below to learn more about our campaign for ‘boooks’. 
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